
 

 

 
Longniddry Primary School Parent Council Meeting 

24th  March 2021 
Present: 
Lynn Kemp (Treasurer), Gillian Thomas (Nursery), Katie Medlam (P1), Jenny Sully (P2), 
Caroline Gardiner (P3), Gemma Luke (P4/5), Wendy Craig (P5/6), Joanne Chatwin (P6), 
Suzanne Low (P6), Lynne Bowers (P7)   

In Attendance: 
Sheona Skinner (Head Teacher), Stephanie MacFadyen, Cllr Lachlan Bruce, Cllr Neil 
Gilbert, Veronica Brown (Clerk) 

Apologies: 
Cllr Fiona O’Donnell, Leanne Lowe, Suzie Skeldon, Claire Blake 

 Action 
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Head Teacher Update 

Miss Skinner welcomed everyone to the meeting, apologies as above. 

Looking at the minutes from the last meeting, we talked about planning after the Easter 
break and welcoming the N-P3 back to school. There was a focus on remote learning, 
what worked well, what needed altered, hints and tips, areas of consistency and what 
worked for both parents and children. 

It was a happy and settled return for Nursery-P3 and P4-P7 was happy returning too last 
week. P4-7 really struggled this time in motivation and the younger pupils have coped bet-
ter. The pupils have been happy and settled and we have had a focus on the ELC Recov-
ery and reconnection programme to support them coming back. We are having a soft start 
that will continue up to Easter break however we are losing up to 2.5h per week teaching 
and learning time so will look at tighten it up for the next period. There is a focus on HWB, 
nurture and closing the gap however we will need to look at getting back to a more normal 
routine and reduce the soft start.  

Staffing: Miss Skinner is going to Preston Tower for the summer term to be the Acting 
Headteacher and was asked because they needed an experience HT to help with this. Mrs 
MacFadyen will take over during this time and has been briefed and it will be seamless. 
We are not filling the DHT post because it is only for 10 weeks. Some staff will backfill the 
SfL role. A new Classroom Assistant will start on a Friday morning to help in the office. 

There are two Vacancies for Class Teachers that are full-time permanent posts. The inter-
views will be held on Friday, there are over 100 applicants. Depending on where the pre-
ferred candidates are from, it is likely that we need someone to cover in the interim. The 
P5/6 parents/carers will be notified directly on the timeline and who the teachers will be. 

The parental consultations phone calls will be in May and it might be pushed back further 
to be able to give meaningful feedback. There will also be the written report in June. Ms 
Anderson is doing a handover to Mrs MacFadyen and will leave all planning/tracking work 
up to date. The newly appointed teacher (P5/6) will write the reports with the up to date in-
formation/data that will be passed on. 

The Parent Council has no Chair/Vice chair and need to seriously think about recruiting or 
for someone to step up. The Local Authority asked Miss Skinner to consult and share info 
confidentially with the Chair when the opportunity at Preston Tower came up, however she 
did not have anyone to consult with. There are also the ELAPCM and Area Partnership 
meetings as well as the AGM to Chair. 

We still don’t know class structures for August 2021. 

We are looking at transition for PL and there is a virtual option that will start soon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Thanks to everyone who has passed questions from parents for year stage issues, great to 
continue this as it makes a difference to answer questions quickly and not miss things. 
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Finance update 

There is approximately £2400 in the bank account on 24th March 2021. 

Planned expenditure is for the chrome books so the funds has been earmarked since last 
year and we have not spent any money because of it.  

Also the leavers hoodies = 33 pupils this year. 
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Year Stage Queries 

Nursery: Parent question about nursery hours for next year and transition to P1? Miss 
Skinner said that the 1140h will start from August 202. We still don’t know what that will 
look like due to covid. It might be 5 mornings and 5 afternoons however only a 15min turn-
around midday to clean, hoover, fogged etc.  

It might instead be two/three full days 8am-6pm every day incl holidays and this adds up to 
1140h. Flexible pickup can still be offered from 9am and 3pm and you do not have to take 
up the holidays. Parents will be consulted and there will be a degree of flexibility depend-
ing on the model on offer. There will be communication before the summer asking par-
ents/carers what they want but we are still waiting for Scottish Government to send guid-
ance. 

The P1 Transition will have to be altered this year, it can’t go ahead in its usual form. Mrs 
MacFadyen is organising a virtual meeting for new P1 parents. There will also be a meet-
ing tomorrow about gather time in the nursery as they are really focusing on the Ealry 
Level Literacy and Numeracy skills. 

P1: Parent question about scooters and bikes? Miss Skinner said not yet because of con-
gestion and will add a reminder in the next newsletter. Can pupils have their lunch out-
side? Miss Skinner said that it is difficult with handwashing and supervision so not at the 
moment. When the bubbles are lifted then it will happen. Another question about the TV 
being on during lunchtime? Miss Skinner said that yes because they are sitting for 30min in 
the classroom. Educational programmes are being used such as Cbeebies or Alphablocks, 
some classes are playing music too.  

SS will add info about bikes/scooters on the coming newsletter as a reminder. 

P2: Parent Question about when we can bring gym clothes back? Miss Skinner said that 

there is no need to bring in clothes because the pupils can’t change clothes at the 

moment. We are looking at perhaps relaxing school uniforms and can come in PE clothes 

with jogger bottoms and a shirt top. The timetable has just been worked out and the info 

will be on the newsletter. 

Parent question if the top playground will be resurfaced? Miss Skinner will raise it again 

with the maintenance team at the Council. 

P3: A question about PE? Miss Skinner said that it is always on a Thursday and there will 

be info in the newsletter that it is fine to come in wearing joggers with a T shirt. 

There was a query to see if there will be more of a variety to the lunches after Easter? Miss 

Skinner said that the menu changes on the second week after Easter however they still 
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can’t deliver the same as they used to. The lunch will still need to be in bags so it will be 

similar until we can gather again in the dining hall. 

Question about who will give support for learning when Mrs MacFadyen is Acting 

Headteacher? The staff are picking up the support for reading so it will continue. There will 

also be additional support from Mrs Revell who has been given time to give targeted 

support for all pupils. We will measure the impact to make sure the pupil’s needs are met. 

P3/4: Parent question about continuing the soft start? Miss Skinner said that this is 

impacting on learning and teaching in the long run so this will need to be reviewed. 

P4/5: Parent question about opportunities socially for moving to P6? And class structures? 

Miss Skinner said that we don’t know yet because the pupils are still in bubbles and can’t 

mix. There is however John Muir drama happening next term and bikeability in June to 

ensure all the P5s are getting similar experiences. 

Parent anxiety about change in head teacher. Miss Skinner said that Mrs MacFadyen have 

been overseeing things so it will be seamless and only for 10 weeks. Mrs MacFadyen said 

that she is delighted to have been given the opportunity. 

Parent question about PE? Miss Skinner said that the PE is 2h per week. In addition to this 

there is outdoor learning experiences and the daily mile. This will be put in the newsletter 

to make it clear. 

Big thanks to Ms Hart and Mrs MacFadyen for the google classroom learning. The pupils 

were happy and focused. All the comments from parents have been fed back to the 

teachers. There was praise for the level of interactions with pupils.  

P5/6: Parent question about staffing? Miss Skinner assured parents there will be as 

seamless a transition as possible between Miss Anderson leaving and a new teacher 

being appointed. 

P6: Bikeability was all set to start in January 2021 and we hope to replicate this in June 

2021. 

P7: We are moving forward from remote learning and anyone still having questions or 

concerns, please speak directly to Miss Skinner. 

Question about PE? Miss Skinner said that the plan for next term is to focus on athletics 

and sharing of equipment. It will be outdoors with Miss Hume. 

Update on outdoor learning experience in June? Miss Skinner is hoping it will go ahead 

week beginning 17th May 2021. There is a £90 charge that will be covered by the school, 

different local activities will be planned and risk assessments in place. We don’t want to 

give too much details because it might not happen. 

We spoke to P7 to get their suggestions, these are having a water fight, chippie and movie 

in the hall. Important to give the P7 a leaver’s experience so doing a yearbook, a show and 

the Premiere could be something families could watch at home together. 

Question about sportsday? Miss Skinner said that sharing of equipment is still not allowed 

and they need washed down between classes so difficult to do this in a safe way. 

Question if we can finish the bikeability for P7 from last year? Miss Skinner said that there 

might not be time to do this unfortunately with only 9 weeks of summer term. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

4 AOB 

Miss Skinner will add a note to the newsletter to ask for a Chair and Vice Chair for the 
Parent Council. 

There has been partying and mess left along Longniddry beach. The community are 

working with countryside rangers, the Police and the Community Warden to manage it 

safely or for it to stop. Cllr Bruce said that the Council is dealing with it the best we can. 

Miss Skinner is speaking to the pupils about values, peer pressure and implication of the 

damage caused and not being able to go to the beach because of it. 

Gemma spoke about a survey with regards to beach safer communities, possibly a 
crossing point by caravan site? Aware that we don’t have one. SS yes it has been raised 
for years and not possible to add because of road traffic and no safe place to place it on 
that road. It doesn’t meet policy requirement because of blind spots. 

It is important to get people to the beach safely, however it is a national speed limit road. 
Cllr Gilbert suggested only option is to change priorities, go down to 50 rather than 60. 
Feel free to write directly to roads, it is worth it and Cllr Bruce is happy to provide email 
addresses. 

 

 

 

 Dates of Next Meetings 

Wednesday 26th May AGM? 

 

 

 


